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 You can then import those maps as a project into AE and animate them to create a complete visual story. In this course, you’ll
learn about the various layers available in GEOlayers 3, how to animate layers, and use the integrated AE script to produce a
spatial narrative. Learn how to build beautiful spatial narratives in After Effects by animating layers with GEOlayers 3! What

you will learn In this After Effects tutorial, you will learn how to: Explore and choose between various GEOlayers 3 layers
animate the various GEOlayers 3 layers animate a 3D camera across a terrain to create an immersive spatial narrative export

your story as a short video to create a walkthrough of your project What you need to know GEOlayers 3 is a plugin for Adobe
After Effects that lets you animate map layers and generate custom maps to work with in your projects. You need After Effects

CC 2015 and a Creative Cloud account to use GEOlayers 3. Getting started with GEOlayers 3 Start by opening an existing
project in After Effects. You can use any project file that you’ve previously saved as an After Effects project. If you don’t
already have one, go to File > New to create a new AE project file. Using the plugin panel in After Effects, you can easily

choose the project that you’ll be working with. Once you’ve set the project, you’ll see the GEOlayers 3 options in the panel. The
GEOlayers 3 plugin panel GEOlayers 3 has a variety of layers for you to choose from. For this tutorial, you’ll be using the land
and image layers. The land layer lets you animate aerial photos or satellite imagery. When you create a land layer, you’re given
the option to use the terrain layer as a base. This way you can generate a dynamic terrain that will animate with the image layer.

The image layer can be used to animate photos or satellite images. The plugin will render a custom layer for you from any
online source. This means that you can use different images to create a unique, animated map that looks completely custom.

You’ll also notice a 3D camera and active camera in the plugin panel. These layers let you animate the location of a camera and
track its movement. 82157476af
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